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Unlike most South Africans who customarily take a long break around Christmas, I
usually take myself to Europe towards the end of May which is the effective start of the
Mediterranean sailing season.
And for a decade now I have kept to the eastern portion of the Med close to the Turkish
coast—to the Dodecanese islands which have a reputation for big winds and stormy seas that
have kept at bay the live-aboard couples who in recent years have overcrowded the rest of the
Mediterranean. But the increasing affluence of northern Europe meant that two years ago the
numbers of boats had swelled to such an extent that for the first time I was unable to get into
my favourite port of Pythagorion on the island of Samos.
Happily, however, this year Pythagorion was back to how it was 30 years ago when I first
arrived there. I could pick and choose the best spaces on the town wall because everything
has changed in quite dramatic fashion in Europe. The British yachtsmen who so shocked me
last year by unanimously announcing that they would be voting in favour of Britain leaving the
Eurozone, had paid the price of that foolishness by seeing the collapse of the Pound and like
the tripper holidaymakers who in recent years have flooded the island of Kos, were this year
nowhere to be seen. Fearful of the chaos they witnessed last year when Kos was besieged by
Syrian refugees, and now nowhere as cash flush as they previously were, they stayed at home
in England this year. How dramatically things can change in just one year!
So this year I decided to first take myself to England where we travelled extensively visiting old
friends and gauging the mood of the people who are now, as then, deeply divided over Brexit.
But they are unanimous about one thing; that nobody warned them about the real
consequences of leaving the Eurozone and to a man are proclaiming they would vote very
differently if they were given another opportunity to vote.
Also last year I visited the United States where the average American then believed it
was equally unthinkable that Donald Trump would win the Presidential race with his
promises of a great wall of Mexico, “America First” and loads more cash for the army. But his
promised tax reforms, that favoured the rich against the dismemberment of Obamacare which
would hurt the poor, impressed Wall Street which, together with Blue Collar voters gave him
the Presidency.
Ironically, the rise of Donald Trump has thus seen share prices surging upwards and, on the
strength of a weakened dollar, import substitution and rising exports are boosting US industry.
Thus many Americans, though publicly appalled by Trump, are seemingly secretly happy
because he is so enriching them. As a consequence, as I noted last Friday and illustrate in the
graph below, the cyclically adjusted price-to-earnings ratio, commonly known as CAPE, Shiller
P/E ratio - a valuation measure usually applied to the US S&P 500 equity market which is
defined as price divided by the average of ten years of earnings (moving average), adjusted for
inflation— is at its third highest level in Wall Street history. Hedge fund managers are
consequently increasingly hedging against an inevitable correction and in the process ensuring
that theirs will become a self-fulfilling prophecy.

Now add in the fact that this maverick President Trump has been building up a head of steam
about the seemingly somewhat insane North Korean leader Kim Jong-un’s missile programme
which this weekend moved us perilously close to the possibility of a nuclear incident and the
deck is stacked for an investment crisis. So it was not at all surprising that as tensions rose
between the US and North Korea late last week global traders switched out of so-called risk
assets like equities, commodities and emerging market currencies and into safe havens like
gold, the Swiss franc, Japanese yen and US Treasuries. This week tensions seemed to be
cooling in the region after comments by US officials on the weekend. But things could escalate
again this week, as North Korea celebrates Liberation Day while joint US-South Korean military
manoeuvres are due to take place next week. But the incident served to prove my point that
overpriced markets are delicately poised and vulnerable to political events.
The consequence of these things were reflected in a sharp down turn of Wall Street’s S&P500
index as can be seen in my graph below but, giving it the advantage of a five-year view, it was
nearly a non-event. The real question investors should be asking is whether this small event
might develop into a major event over the next few weeks or whether, as ShareFinder projects
in the red-line artificial intelligence trace in red on the right of the graph, it will this time shrug
things off, have a dress rehearsal in late October and finally turn down for real in March next
year.

Inevitably, because Developing World markets like ours tend to succumb to terminal
pneumonia whenever Wall Street sneezes - and all the more so currently while “State capture”
and the ANC presidential succession race fixates government — the blip on the Standard &
Poors 500 graph above began to look like a rout on the JSE as you can see on my graph
below. Furthermore, ShareFinder currently projects that in the short-term things could get
decidedly worse here (Note the yellow short-term projection). Here too, it looks like a dress
rehearsal for a main event still scheduled to commence towards the end of next March. But in
the current state of affairs it would take little to drastically accelerate this process.

Turning to the Blue Chips category in which I have always urged readers to concentrate their
investments, local reaction was understandably more muted. The graph below similarly
projects a more modest short-term decline. But note that the short-term projection (in yellow)
the medium-term projection (in red) and the long-term projection ( in mauve) all predict that this
is the end of the bullish phase of our market. And this is hardly surprising giving the stark
reality of the loan crisis at Eskom, the imminent need for another cash bail out for bankrupt
SAA and the fact that Treasury's cupboard is bare. The South African economy is obviously in
a far worse state than any of us had dared to imagine and none of our leadership seem to
either understand that fact or care to do anything about it.

The Prospects Portfolio
All of which brings me to the Prospects Portfolio which has prospered extremely well of late
touching an all-time high value of R3 181 184 before its downward reaction to Wall Street’s
sneeze last Friday and offering those who have slavishly replicated it a Total Return of 27.4
percent a year since its inception in January 2011 as illustrated below. A month ago it was
valued at R3 082 997.

ShareFinder’s projection system warns strongly however, that the end of this bull market is
probably upon us and it is clearly time to move into cash so that we will be in a position to buy
in the event that the market crashes sometime in the next few months.

Last
month
I
highlighted
Coronation for disposal and
advised readers that ShareFinder
was projecting an optimum
disposal date of around August 9
at a price of around R68.98. In
fact it reached R70.48 on August
8 and we sold our holdings. For
those of you who missed the
opportunity, another selling point
at around R71 might occur
around August 23. Note the graph
on the right.
I have also decided to commit
market heresy and dispose of
some of our Naspers holdings
primarily because this share has
run so long and hard that it has
increased in value by 674 percent
since we bought it when we
launched the portfolio at the start
of 2011 and it has come to
represent a quarter of the entire
portfolio worth. Thus I plan to sell
140 of our 280 shares if I can get
R2 880 which ShareFinder
suggests might be attained in the
last week of this month. Note my
second graph on the right:
Similarly, Capitec has grown 378
percent since we bought it to now
represent 15 percent of portfolio
worth and so it makes sense to
rebalance this holding also. Thus
I will sell a third of our 178
shares. ShareFinder suggests the
optimum time to sell will be in the
first week of September when
R890 a share might be obtainable
or R904 around September 18.
Note my third graph on the right.

Top Performer Lists In the pages that follow we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we
submit, should form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested
replacements for any in your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip
average growth rates which head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected
because of their investment grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety.
The second block of ten offers significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of
investment risk. The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality
and their very high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety. Those in the fourth block generally
offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk:

JSE Blue Chips to consider:

Top London Stock Exchange Performers:

Top New York Performers:

Top Australian Performers

